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About Us
SentX is a Marketplace built on the Hedera Network, offering a powerful and secure

foundation for its operations. Hedera Network's unparalleled transaction speeds and cost-

effectiveness allow for seamless operations of our platform. Our vision extends beyond the

conventional role of a trading platform for NFTs, encompassing a broader purpose and

scope. At SentX, we prioritize building a sense of community and, therefore, welcome

feedback and suggestions from our users. With your help, we can create a platform that

caters to the needs of all users.

Transparency and honesty are values we hold dear at SentX. We aim to instill confidence in

our users to trust their transactions and the information they find on our platform. Thus, we

are committed to providing accurate information and excellent customer support.

We invite everyone, from seasoned cryptocurrency traders to beginners, to join us at SentX,

as we work together to create a better marketplace.

The $SENTX token - 0.0.2672057

Tokenomics 

The $SENTX token was created in August of 2023 and it serves as the designated reward for

users on the SentX platform. Upon executing various actions within the platform, users

receive $SENTX as compensation. For every Hbar spent in buying, selling, and minting, users

obtain 0.002 $SENTX. Special timed events will result in a bigger reward per Hbar spent. The

SentX token ID is 0.0.2672057.

Total Supply: 10 000 000 SENTX

Initial Supply: 1 000 000 SENTX

Rewards Rate: 0.002 SENTX per Hbar spent

when Buying, Selling and Minting, claimable at

each 10 SENTX
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Regarding the distribution of SENTX tokens, additional tokens, up to a total supply of

10 million, will be gradually released in the event that the Treasury Wallet,

Marketing/Development Wallet, or Team Wallet runs out of funds. To ensure

continuity of SENTX rewards distribution to users, the SENTX turned in by users to

acquire utility NFTs on the platform will be recycled and sent back to the Treasury

Wallet, even after the final release.



Marketing/Giveaways/Development Fund: The Marketing wallet 0.0.4365884 will be

funded with 30,000 SENTX for each 1 Million SENTX minted, 3% of the token total supply*1.

This fund will support marketing-related initiatives and giveaways from January 2024. Part

of the funds may be be transferred periodically to a team member who will then manage

prize distribution during specific events. Additionally, this wallet will also serve to cover the

rare cases where the volume is insufficient to provide team compensations in Hbar, and thus

SENTX will be used instead. Future team members that are onboarded to SentX could also be

compensated with SENTX. This wallet will also provide funds to foster the development for

the SENTX platform in the future.

Team Distribution: The Team Distribution Wallet 0.0.4365880 will be funded with 20,000

SENTX for each 1 Million SENTX minted, 2% of the token total supply*2. Starting in January

2024, each team member will receive a monthly distribution of 200 SENTX, currently 1,200

SENTX divided evenly among the six team members. This measured approach ensures that

the distribution of the team's share takes place over a long period of time. All team members

have agreed not to sell their share of SENTX before the liquidity pool attains a minimum of

$100k. After a three-month probationary period, new team members will become eligible to

receive the monthly team distribution. 

SENTX Treasury: This wallet 0.0.1064038 contains all the SENTX necessary for the

Rewards Mechanism on the SentX platform. It will contain the bulk of the SENTX supply for

distribution, except the SENTX that was sent to the Rewards Wallet, Marketing Wallet and

the Team Distribution Wallet.

The Rewards Mechanism is a crucial part of the SentX platform, as it incentivizes users to

engage with the platform and contribute to its growth.

As mentioned earlier, there are also Marketing and Team Distribution wallets that will

contain SENTX tokens for specific purposes. These wallets will be managed separately and

will not be used to distribute rewards through the Rewards Mechanism.

Overall, the SENTX Treasury wallet is a vital component of the SentX platform, as it ensures

that there are sufficient tokens available for distribution to incentivize user engagement. As

the platform continues to grow and evolve, the role of the SENTX Treasury wallet will remain

critical in supporting the ongoing development and success of the SentX ecosystem.
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The Rewards Wallet: Wallet 0.0.1223479, serves as the repository for SENTX utilized in the

platform's rewards system. This wallet is periodically replenished from the Treasury Wallet.

Wallets



Users of the SentX platform can utilize their SENTX to acquire NFTs on the Rewards Store

(https://sentx.io/rewards/store). Those NFTs have themselves several different perks that

boost the SENTX usage experience, such as but not limited to: fee discounts, boosted $sentx

generation, advanced market tools, customization, profile and cosmetic changes.

SENTX will be closely tied to Sentient World, the land plots that will be available in the later

part of 2024. There will also be in-house mints in SENTX moving forward. 

SentX has a liquidity pool in the leading Defi Platform, SaucerSwap, were you can stake your

SENTX and Hbar and earn fees from the Liquidity Pool. 

(https://www.saucerswap.finance/liquidity/0.0.3301046)

To further reward the liquidity pool providers, having a minimum of 100 LP points qualifies

the users to special minting Pools on the Launchpad, giving better chances at mint events.

More utilities will be added in the future. As the platform evolves and continues to grow, the

utility of the SENTX token will evolve as well.

Overall, SentX is a powerful platform that offers a wide range of benefits and opportunities

for its users. Whether you're looking to acquire NFTs, stake your SENTX and Hbar, participate

in early NFTs sales, or contribute to a more sustainable blockchain ecosystem, SentX has

something for everyone. So why not join the SentX community today and start experiencing

the future of blockchain technology?
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Version 1 originally created on January 4th, 2024

*1- The maximum percentage to be sent over time to the Marketing/Development Wallet is 3% of the total supply

*2- The maximum percentage to be sent over time to the Team Wallet is 2% of the total supply

Utility


